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Low Rate Guaranteed Claim Form 
 
At Best Western we appreciate your business and want to ensure that you are satisfied. Best Western is 
very confident in our Low Rate, Guaranteed program and want you to continue to be.  

If you have found a lower rate on another website for the same Best Western branded hotel, we want to 
hear about it. You must advise us within 24 hours of making your reservation on bestwestern.com.  
 
Once verified, your rate will be adjusted and upon completion of your stay the $100 USD Best Western 
Travel Card® will be emailed to you within two to three weeks. 
  

Customer Information 
*First Name  

*Last Name  

*Daytime Telephone  

*Nighttime Telephone  

*E-mail Address  

Reservation Detail 
*Confirmation Number  

*Hotel Location  

*Arrival Date  

*Number of Nights  

*Number of Rooms  

*Number of Adults per Room  

*Number of Children per Room  

Competitive Comparison 
*Bestwestern.com Rate Booked  

* Website Where You Found the Lower Rate  

*Date Found on Competitive Website  

* Lower Rate Found  

Comments  
 
 
 
 

 

Please be advised all messages that contain a URL in a field not requiring a URL will be discarded and not delivered. 

* Required Information 
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